This negative polarity extends out into your environment and creates a negative vortex which not only draws more negativity but also repels positive opportunities and people. In other words it makes life unnecessarily difficult.

Interestingly the human energy field is naturally positive in polarity and hence should be able to repel and banish those negative memories spontaneously. From your experience however you will notice that has not happened because you can still recall your own negative past. So what has gone wrong here?

Well, it turns out that negative memories have disguised themselves in such a way that they have made themselves look useful and important to you. For instance how many times have you heard that a particular negative event has changed their life for the better? Does that sound like a paradox to some of you?

If so you may have begun to recognize how we harbor false beliefs about that negativity that serves only to anchor it within. It is this insight that has yielded an entirely new approach that can unearth these false beliefs and in doing so completely and permanently release the negative memories, thoughts and feelings they anchor within you. As this happens the negativity completely dissolves never to return thus requiring no further efforts on your part.
Does that sound too hard to believe? If so it is only a sign of the extent to which you have been held in a hypnotized or unconscious state by such negativity. This is essentially equivalent to being in an imprisoned state.